Simulations performed using the recently introduced topological model B with deterministic T2 processes do not agree with some very recent results concerning the evolution of a single perturbed cluster. We analyze the source of the discrepancy and introduce a new topological model that is in very good agreement with experiments and simulations available up to now.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade there has been a surge of interest in the properties of two dimensional (2d) cellular structures 1]. This name refers to a wide variety of di erent physical systems, whose geometrical structure consists of a tiling of the plane by polygonal domains. One example of a cellular structure, which has attracted considerable attention of physicists recently, is soap froth con ned between two parallel glass plates 2{6], such that thin soap lms form a branched structure and the bubbles have the form of polygons. The cellular structure formed by the 2d soap froth evolves slowly with time. Since the soap froth is created in a nonequilibrium way, the gas pressure varies from bubble to bubble. The walls are penetrable for the gas; the pressure di erence provides a slow di usive ux between neighbor bubbles. This is the driving mechanism for the evolution of the soap froth.
Geometrical constraints have a considerable e ect on the froth's evolution. The froth is made of thin soap lms which are the bubbles' walls, that meet at vertices. The resulting 2d graph or lm network has the following properties: First, only three edges can meet at a vertex; the xed coordination number implies a strong geometrical constraint, originating from Euler's theorem, that relates N b , the number of the bubbles in the system, to the number of the edges: N e = 6N b . Hence the mean number of sides of a bubble is 6. Second, all the contact angles at a vertex are 120 0 . Di usion of the gas between neighboring bubbles restricted by these two geometrical properties of the network leads to the exact von Neumann law of the dynamics of 2d soap froths 7] , that relates the rate of area change of any bubble to the number of its sides (or "topological class"), n: da n dt = k(n ? 6):
As one can see immediately from this equation, bubbles with n > 6 grow, while those with n < 6 shrink and nally disappear. Since no new bubbles can be created and some disappear as a result of evolution, the total number of bubbles in the sample decreases. Since the total area of the bubbles (which is equal to the area of the sample) remains the same all the time, the mean area of a bubble, a, grows in the course of the evolution.
After a transient period, this coarsening process leads to a scaling state. In this regime the mean area of the bubble grows linearly with time a(t) t (and consequently, the number of bubbles N(t) t ?1 ). By scaling one means that two photographs of the system taken at di erent times di er only by an overall scale of all areas. When rescaled in units of a, these two photographs become statistically identical; that is, no statistical measurement can distinguish between the earlier and the later pictures. In particular, the distribution of the areas and the topological classes, F n (a; t), is known to have the following scaling form:
F n (a; t) = 1 a f n (a= a): (2) While theoretical and experimental research concentrated mainly on investigation of di erent properties of the scaling state, some work was devoted also to the transient behavior starting from initial states of the froth that in some sense were far from the scaling form. One of the simplest techniques to study soap froth dynamics in the scaling state as well as during the transient period approaching it is that of topological simulations. In Sec II we describe various topological models, their successes and failures. The simplest topological model (model A)
fails to provide agreement with three experiments (real and computer generated). The rst is the survivors' problem 8]; the second concerns the approach to the scaling regime from a partially ordered initial state 9]. These two problems were remedied by introduction of model B 9]; however, recent computer experiments, which addressed the evolution of an ordered initial state with a single defect 10] disagreed with the predictions of this model. In
Sec III we identify the source of this discrepancy and present model C, a slightly modi ed version of B, which does agree with the single-defect experiments.
II. TOPOLOGICAL MODELS: SUCCESSES AND FAILURES
Let us turn now to modeling of the soap froth's evolution. Had the bubbles never changed their topological classes, eq. (1) would have implied that after a short time only cells with n > 5 remain in the froth, contradicting the geometrical constraint N e = 6N b . However, when a bubble disappears, its neighbors undergo topological rearrangements (so called T2-processes) and change their topological classes. This way the mean coordination number remains xed. Since the von Neumann law describes the dynamics of the soap froth in terms of the areas and topological classes of the bubbles (topological approach), one could try to model the system using only these variables. A signi cant obstacle to such modeling is the fact that the outcome of the topological rearrangements is not unique: while a triangle disappears in an unique way, there are 2 possible ways for a rectangle and 5 for a pentagon. Which of these "channels" will be realized in each particular case depends on the geometrical con guration of the froth just before the bubble vanishes. Thus, in order to get an exact description, one should take into account the con guration of the froth explicitly.
On the other hand, models 11{16] that follow all details of the froth (simulate the motion of the walls) are numerically di cult to implement, especially for systems with a high number of bubbles. If one wishes to arrive at the scaling state with a large enough number of bubbles to make meaningful statistical measurements, some sort of reduced representation of the dynamics is helpful. Topological models, that keep only the areas of the bubbles and the topology of the network, do provide a reasonably simple representation. All such models must contain, however, a guess of how to choose the proper rearrangement T2 channel when a bubble disappears.
The simplest choice that can be made is selecting one of the channels at random 17, 18] . Once this assumption has been made, one can describe the soap froth in terms of the areas of the bubbles and the topological connectivity of the bubble array, which is uniquely de ned by the so called adjacency matrix that identi es the neighbors of each bubble. One solves explicitly von Neumann's equations on a geometrically realistic network of bubbles 8, 10, 17, 18] until the rst one disappears (reaches a i = 0). At this point a T2 channel is selected at random, the neighbor cells change their topological classes and the adjacency matrix also changes (we call the resulting model A).
Using We call these N(t f ) cells "survivors" while the name "bubbles" will be reserved for the others. Obviously, the survivors' statistics di ers from that of the entire ensemble of bubbles and it provides a dynamical characteristic of the scaling state, dealing with temporal correlations. Dependence of y n , the topological class distribution of the survivors on time (t = t f =t i ) was investigated experimentally, by topological simulations and mean eld calculations 8]; the main result was that the survivors' topological distribution approaches a xed form in the long time limit. At the same time, as shown in ref. 8] there is a strong quantitative disagreement between the experiment, mean eld treatment and topological simulations.
(Note that the topological model used for simulations in ref. 8] was di erent from model A considered here; however, later we repeated the same simulation using model A and found that there is almost no di erence between the results of the two models).
2. The second failure of model A is the behavior of the froth in the transient regime, when the initial state of the bubbles is a nearly ordered array of hexagons. The degree of disorder can be characterized by 2 , the value of the second moment of the topological distribution of the froth. For an ordered state 2 is small (proportional to the density of the defects in the hexagonal structure of the bubbles array). At the scaling state it approaches some value 2 ! sc 2 . As long as the froth becomes more and more disordered in the course of the evolution, one would expect 2 to become larger and larger until it achieves its nal value sc 2 . A remarkable feature of the transient period, contrary to the simple expectations, is a pronounced peak in the time dependence of 2 (t). This has been observed in experiments by Stavans When the single cluster dynamics has been addressed rst by the topological model A 10] there was no available experimental data on this problem. Very recently two independent numerical experiments were made. First is the simulation by Jiang, Mombach and Glazier 20] of the Potts spin model 14]. Their initial con guration was an ideal network of hexagonal bubbles with a defect (a large 12-sided bubble surrounded by pentagons and hexagons) placed at the center. The results obtained in this work were in contradiction with the prediction of the topological model A 10]. They found that the well-developed cluster consists of one huge central bubble surrounded by a layer of small ones (mostly pentagons and hexagons). Such a structure of the cluster provides in a trivial way an unbounded growth of the second moment, whereas model A predicts a xed form of the topological distribution for the cluster and a nite value for 2 .
We investigated whether this discrepancy is caused by the di erence in the initial form of the defect, but found that even for the defect used in 20] the topological models give the same nite 2 . Moreover, the result of the Potts simulations 20] was con rmed, by Ruskin and Feng 21] . They simulated the model of Weaire and Kermode 11] with an initial defect of exactly the form used in 9, 10] . These simulations also demonstrated unbounded growth of 2 .
Thus, model A fails to explain the results of these three problems. In order to determine the source of the failure of the topological approach, one has to reexamine the approximations involved in model A. Since it uses the exact von Neumann equations on a topologically correct network of cells, it describes this phase of the evolution exactly. Hence, the only possible source of the failure is in the random way the T2 process is performed. A natural step is, therefore, to try to suggest more realistic rules for selecting the T2 process, that take into account the details of the bubbles' con guration. One wishes, however, to keep the model as simple as possible. Such a modi cation, introduced in ref. 9] , was based on the following rule: in a T2 process the shortest side undergoes rst a T1 switch, turning a disappearing pentagon into a rectangle, which again executes a T1 switch of its shortest edge and turns into a triangle, which disappears in a single step by shrinking to a point. (A somewhat similar idea was proposed by Marder 22] in the frame of the mean eld "kinetic equation").
In order to implement this idea in a topological model one should express the information about the lengths of the edges L i;j , separating two neighboring cells i and j in terms of the areas of the bubbles and the adjacency matrix. Dimensional estimation of the perimeter and area of a typical n-sided bubble leads to the following relation 9] :
This relation, together with the rule stated above, de nes a new topological model (model B) that takes into account the e ects of the areas and topological classes of the neighboring bubbles on the result of a T2 process. Actually, (3) is merely a crude dimensional estimate.
Nevertheless, as shown in 9], model B improves considerably the results for problems 1. and 2. mentioned above, as compared with model A.
In the present work we have extended our previous simulations of the survivors' problem 9] by model B; we generated a system of 100,000 bubbles and performed about 45,000 preliminary T1 switches in order to get a distribution of the topological classes close to what we expect from the T2-dynamics. Then we let the system evolve according to the von Neumann law, performing the T2 processes according to (3) . The scaling state was achieved with good accuracy when there were about 64,000 bubbles. At this point we numbered all the bubbles and started to follow the survivors. We found that the convergence to a xed distribution is slower than it was in the framework of model A (for which a xed topological class distribution of the survivors seemed to be obtained when the number of bubbles decreased from 15,000 to 436 8]). In order to achieve the same level of stationarity for model B we had to follow the survivors from 64,000 until 125 bubbles were left in the system, i.e. nearly 10 times longer! Our simulations are compared in Fig. 1 with the results of a previously reported experiment 8]. Evidently, the experimental data do not correspond to our calculated xed shape of the distribution. Rather, we have very good agreement between the experimental points and one of our intermediate curves, corresponding to 2640 bubbles in the system, i.e. to reduction of the number of bubbles by a factor about 24. This reduction is nearly the same as in the experiment, which started with 3000 and stopped at 120 bubbles. The de nite distinction between the experimental distribution and the xed limiting topological class distribution of our simulations may mean that the xed form has not yet been achieved in the experiment.
In order to see clearly the dynamical behavior of the survivors' topological class distribution we present in Table I the relative fractions of n-sided survivors as a function of time (between the initial and the nal pictures). Triangles were present in the scaling state but they were not observed among survivors even after a very short time and they do not appear in the table. Squares and pentagons disappear rather fast. The concentration of the hexagons (which are the major fraction in the scaling state) falls very quickly but it stabilizes when the number of bubbles is about 300 (reduction by factor 20). Analogously one can follow the evolution of each fraction in this table and be convinced that the last line (125 bubbles) corresponds to a stabilized limiting form (although y 13 still grows, we see that it is close to its limiting value), while for N = 2400 the distribution is still changing.
We turn now to the second problem mentioned above, the transient period of the froth evolution, starting from an initial con guration with small disorder. Using model B we did obtain a peak of the second moment 9]. Moreover, the value of the second moment in the scaling regime, obtained from simulations of model B, B 2 = 1:4, was also in better agreement with the experimentally found 2 = 1:4 0:1 than the result of model A, A 2 = 1:2. In order to explain the slightly higher value of B 2 , we present in Table II the values for the "control parameter" r = p a=n for bubbles with n > 5 as obtained from averaging in the scaling state. First of all, we see that r does not vary too much and hence the random choice of equally probable T2 processes used by model A is quite justi ed (in the scaling regime) and does not cause as large a discrepancy as in the case of a single cluster. However, r does grow with n and it is especially small for pentagons and rectangles. Therefore as n increases, bubbles become less and less likely to loose sides and their life time increases. This leads to the following consequences:
a. The fraction of many sided bubbles is slightly greater in model B than in A, where the T2 processes were performed at random. This leads to the increase of the second moment from A 2 = 1:2 to B 2 = 1:4.
b. The xed distribution of the survivors is shifted to larger n, because now the manysided bubbles have a higher chance to survive than within the model where the T2 processes are performed randomly. The di erence between these two models is more pronounced for the survivors problem than for the scaling state because the overall topological distribution is constrained by the requirement n = 6, that is absent for the survivors' distribution. (3) we will never obtain a perfect rectangle. This condition on disappearing rectangles is expected to be important only in situations such as the one illustrated in Fig. 2 , where using eq. (3) one identi es the maximal ("1") and minimal ("3") sides to be opposite while the maximal side is much longer then all the others. Then switching the minimal side, performed according to the rules of model B, ultimately leads to the smallest and the largest neighbors loosing sides. It is intuitively clear that the bubble drawn in Fig. 2 is far from mechanical equilibrium. The result of the rearrangement would have changed if we had allowed the bubble to attain mechanical equilibrium before disappearing and take the form of a perfect rectangle with equal opposite sides ("1" and "3"). It is easy to modify the rules of model B so that disappearing 4-sided bubbles behave as perfect rectangles. Using the same idea which led us to (3), we can do this in the following way.
Identify the two pairs of opposite sides ("1", "3" and "2", "4") and compare ( p a 1 =n 1 ) ( p a 3 =n 3 ) with ( p a 2 =n 2 ) ( p a 4 =n 4 ). The pair for which this product is smaller is identi ed as that of smaller length, and each of these opposite sides will shrink to a point. Let us stress once again, that this way of choosing the shortest side can play an important role (vs model B) only if the maximal side is much larger than all the others.
Let us now consider the T2 process for a pentagon. According to ref. 23] , there is no constraint on the form of pentagons (unlike the 4-sided bubbles). Therefore, there is no reason to change in any way the rules for the rst T1 process for pentagons. However, after loosing a side a pentagon becomes 4-sided. Although it is extremely small, it is subject to the same conditions of mechanical equilibrium as a usual 4-sided bubble. Therefore the second T1 switch should be performed according to the general rule for such bubbles introduced above. Let us summarize the rules of our modi ed model (model C): Pentagons: Perform one T1 switch of the minimal side (the lengths are calculated using (3)); this step is exactly the same as in model B. The remaining 4-sided bubble is then treated as a rectangle according to the rule below.
Rectangles: Find the two pairs of opposite sides, say, "1"-"3" and "2"-"4". For both pairs calculate the quantities: r i;j = ( p a i =n i ) ( p a j =n j ). If r 1;3 > r 2;4 , the neighbors "2"
and "4" will be those who loose a side, while the number of sides of "1" and "3" remains the same and, conversely, if r 1;3 < r 2;4 , then "1" and "3" will loose a side.
Simulations of this model C evolve from a single defect to a cluster whose general form is very similar to that obtained in refs. 20, 21] . We observed mostly one large many-sided bubble in the center, surrounded mostly by pentagons, hexagons and heptagons. Our simulations started with a defect prepared by a single T1 switch of the ideal lattice of hexagons and were stopped when one of the bubbles acquired more than 30 sides. We found that for di erent runs 24] starting with the same initial defect the nal cluster sometimes contained only one large 30-sided bubble at its center (while all other bubbles have less than 20 sides), but we also had runs with 3 or 4 large bubbles (more than 22 sides). The total area of these large bubbles was about 3 times larger than the total area of all small surrounding bubbles in the cluster. The topological distribution of the small bubbles of the cluster was, however, quite similar in all these runs. This distribution was found to be somewhat di erent from Table  III .
Simulating the transient behavior for initial states with many isolated defects we found that 2 (t) has a peak (see Fig. 3 ), whose magnitude depends strongly on the initial concentration of the defects: the smaller the concentration, larger is the peak. The dependence of peak 2 on the initial concentration of defects, c, is shown in Fig. 4 : at small c the growth of peak 2 seems to be unbounded 25]. At the same time, the peak obtained in simulations using model B has only a weak dependence on c, and for small c the magnitude of the peak is saturated.
These features follow directly from the behavior of a single cluster as described by the two models. Model B gives a nite value of the second moment cl 2 , so its value at the peak, peak 2 (corresponding to the state of the froth where all the initially present hexagons have just been transformed) is nite as well. In model C, cl 2 grows unbounded; therefore, if the initial density is small, i.e. the distance between the neighboring defects is large, at the moment when the clusters meet each other their second moment is consequently very large. Hence the value of peak 2 grows as the density decreases unbounded (this idea has been expressed by Weaire before we have obtained our results).
We tested this model also by simulating the properties of the scaling state: the topological distributions of the bubbles and the survivors did not deviate considerably from the results obtained using model B. One could expect this, because the modi cation of the rules of model C is important only when one of the neighbors of a rectangle is much larger than the other three. In the scaling regime we do not expect this situation, so the two models are expected to give the same results. Thus, we can hope that nally we have a topological model that describes well all known real and numerical experiments on soap froth.
IV. SUMMARY.
It has been noticed recently that the traditional topological model (model A), that uses a random choice for the results of T2 processes, exhibits discrepancies with experiments. The disagreement is quite insigni cant as long as we measure the topological distribution of the bubbles in the scaling state, but the deviation becomes considerable for some features of the transient behavior (such as the peak of 2 (t)), for the survivors' topological class distribution and for the cluster grown from a single defect. A rst attempt to improve the topological model was made in our previous work 9], where a new topological model of the soap froth dynamics has been suggested (model B). This model di ers from model A in that T2 rearrangements are performed with more care, than just at random; it turns out, that the result of the rearrangement depends on the neighbors of a vanishing bubble.
The way rectangles vanish according to model B has been revised now and a new model C was introduced. We noticed that model B ignored the fact that 4-sided bubbles must be perfect rectangles and therefore pairs of opposite sides vanish. We found a way to include this e ect into the model within the framework of the topological approach. In fact, this small detail would not play a role, unless the four neighbors of the shrinking rectangle were very di erent in size. Consequently, model C gives a di erent result only for the single cluster growth. For this problem models A and B gave qualitatively similar results, namely, that the topological distribution of the cluster approaches a xed form with the second moments Thus we must conclude that answers to various questions that go beyond the simplest characteristics of the scaling state are very sensitive to the way T2 processes are performed.
We believe that model C introduced in this paper is in good agreement with the experimental data that are available today. and was obtained from the same initial defect as used in our simulations. The second and the third lines correspond to our simulation using model C: obtained from "small" (70 bubbles) and "large" (about 400 bubbles) clusters, respectively. There is a reasonable agreement between the "experiment" 21] and our simulation, especially for statistically signi cant data (x 5 and x 6 ) taken from the small cluster. 
